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Abstract. This article addresses architectural practice in the nineteenth century through a case study 
in ecclesiastical architectural history, namely, the Mosta Rotunda, based on primary sources written 
by the architect. A public technical commission was appointed to assess the design’s structural 
feasibility, especially with regards to the suitability of local stone to build a domed roof. With respect 
to professional conduct, an incident involving unsuitable work carried out in the architect’s absence 
and his robust response reinforces the architect’s responsibility for ensuring on-site masons executed 
their assignment as directed. The incident also highlights that if the client insisted upon alterations 
that did not match the architect’s design, the architect would be free to officially relinquish his position 
as the professional liable for the project. 
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Introduction 
After Suleiman I drove the Order of the Knights Hospitallers of St John out 
of Rhodes, the Spanish King Charles V handed them the Maltese Islands in 
1530. They made the archipelago their domain, with Italian as the official 
language. Their rule came to an end in 1798, when the sovereignty of the 
islands was handed over to the French Republic. The French stay in Malta, 
though brief, was marked by landmark political and social reforms, including 
the abolition of feudal rights and privileges and the abolition of slavery. Public 
primary and secondary education was introduced and the university was 
replaced by an “École Centrale” with eight chairs, all scientific in nature, 
covering disciplines ranging from stereometry to physics and chemistry. The 
Maltese revolted against the French for closing religious convents and seizing 
the treasures of the Church, and the French surrendered in 1800 following a 
blockade by the British, who came over in response to the locals’ request. 
Thus Malta voluntarily became a Protectorate of the British Empire; however 
Britain failed to leave the islands under terms of the Treaty of Amiens, 1802. 
The British Crown colony of Malta, officially known as the Crown Colony of 
the Island of Malta and its Dependencies, was established in 1813 and 
confirmed through the Treaty of Paris in 1814, and it remained so until 
Independence in 1964. 
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This paper focuses on the Mosta Rotunda, the parish church of Mosta. 
Its construction started soon after the island became a colony. Its dome is an 
imposing architectural statement and a feat of building engineering structure 
in local masonry. Modelled on Hadrian’s Pantheon in Rome (118-128 AD), 
it has the third largest dome of any Christian church in Europe. It was 
designed in the Neoclassical idiom by the architect-engineer Giorgio Grognet 
de Vassé1 (1774-1862) who also supervised its construction. The aim of this 
paper is to demonstrate the building science and professional ethics 
underlying the design and construction of this outstanding nineteenth-
century church. 
 
Background 
The Mosta Rotunda is a significant Neoclassical building by a Maltese 
architect-engineer.2 Mosta is a town located at the centre of the island of 
Malta. Until the early twentieth century, it was known as Musta, the Arabic 
word for central.3 The seventeenth-century parish church, erected to the 
design of architect Tommaso Dingli,4 became too small for the spiritual needs 
of the community.5 In 1812 Grognet proposed to build a church in the 
Neoclassical style modelled on the Pantheon in Rome (fig. 1). Others 
attribute the proposal to the parish priest, who had celebrated his first mass 
                                                          
1 Giorgio Grognet de Vassé (1774-1862) was a Maltese architect-engineer of French descent. 
Initially educated towards the priesthood in Frascati, Italy, he sympathised with the Jacobins 
and entered the service of Napoleon Bonaparte’s army, where he spent 13 years preparing 
drawings for the Civil and Military Department of Engineers (Schiavone 2009b, p. 989-990). 
Having disregarded his father’s wishes when he joined the French army in Italy, he was 
considered a disgraced member of the family. His uncle Count Saverio Marchese (1757-
1833), an art connoisseur and a man of letters, had excluded him from his will (Azzopardi 
1983, p. 37; Farrugia 2011, p. 42; Farrugia 2012, p. 35-36). Grognet returned to Malta after 
the French campaign in Ottoman Egypt and Syria (Bianco 2018b, p. 3-4). Although the 
Scottish historian James Fergusson (1808-1886) cast doubt on Grognet’s architectural 
formation (Fergusson 1862, p. 32-33), Mahoney provided evidence that he was indeed well-
versed in architecture (Mahoney 1996, p. 218). 
2 The first comprehensive study on Neoclassical architecture in Malta was undertaken by K. 
Borg at the former Faculty of Architecture and Civil Engineering, recently renamed Faculty 
for the Built Environment, of the University of Malta (Borg 1982). 
3 Salomone 1911, p. 8. 
4 Tommaso Dingli (1591-1666) is a Maltese architect and sculptor of the Baroque Age 
responsible for the design of numerous parish churches in Malta, notably in the old parishes 
of Birkirkara, Attard and Mosta. The first two still stand; the former underwent restoration 
a few decades ago (Bianco 2017a) whilst works on the latter will be commencing shortly. 
Together with Vittorio Cassar, the son of Gerolamo, the resident engineer of the Order of 
St John, he worked on forts in the Maltese Islands and was responsible for the building of 
the old Porta Reale Gate and the Bishop’s Palace, both in Valletta (Quentin Hughes 1967, p. 
208-209). 
5 Salomone 1911, p. 18. 
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there;6 certainly the design did address the pressing need felt by the 
community/parishioners to enlarge the church. 
 
 
Although opposed by the bishop of the time, the development 
proposal secured the consent of the British Governor General once the 
queries raised by local architect-engineers regarding the suitability of 
constructing such a large dome in local stone were addressed.7 The erection 
of the church commenced in 1833 and was completed by 1861. Work 
progressed rapidly on site. The church bestowed indulgencies upon 
volunteers who worked on Sundays; the number of workers numbered 2-300 
hundred on a given day.8 “The building was a work of love so practical that 
after a few years, in 1841, one third of the total height of the church was 
complete.”9 By 1860, the work was at an advanced stage and the old church 
was pulled down within days. The dome was closed by a lantern in 1889 not 
in conformity with Grognet’s design.10 
                                                          
6 Malta Penny Magazine 1841a, p. 117. 
7 Ibid. The industrial minerals of the Maltese Islands are mainly sedimentary limestone of 
shallow marine origin (Bianco 1995). The dimension stones used in the erection of the Mosta 
Rotunda were extracted from the lower member of the Globigerina Limestone Formation 
which outcrops at a distance of circa 2 km south of the building site (Bianco 2018a). At the 
time of the erection of the Rotunda, a corpus of knowledge on the stones of Malta coupled 
with experience were available and applied during the previous two centuries when the 
archipelago was governed by the Order (Quentin Hughes 1967, p. 191-199; Bianco 1999). 
8 Bianco 1995, p. 118. 
9 Salomone 1911, p. 21. 
10 Ibid., p. 26. 
  
Fig. 1. View of Mosta Church: (left) circa 1860 (after J. Fergusson) 
and (right) at present 
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Reviews of the church both during and post construction were positive. 
A guide for foreigners visiting Malta published in 1839 states that 
This temple is certainly the most magnificent, extensive and solid modern 
building, […] which certainly, when finished, will be an ornament to the 
Island, will immortalise the architect, and draw towards the casal every visitor 
to Malta.11 
The weekly publication Malta Penny Megazine published an article on the 
project spread over two consecutive issues: 24 and 31 July 1841.12 It gave an 
overview of the whole design and concluded by “wishing M. Grognet the 
best success in his undertaking and paying him a just compliment for the 
manner in which he has so far conducted it.”13 The notable negative review 
was in a publication by the architectural historian James Fergusson issued in 
1862, a year after services started in the new church. It attributed the building 
to the ability of the masons, notably master mason Anġlu Gatt,14 and defects 
in architectural ornament to the lack of “a learned architect to look over their 
design, and correct the details.”15 A leading twentieth century British historian 
of German descent, Nikolaus Pevsner, questioned Fergusson’s scientific 
method of assessing historical buildings16 and a recent publication notes that 
he cited no sources to support his claim about Grognet.17 
 
Primary sources overview 
Three historical primary sources, original documents written by Grognet in 
Italian, were published unedited by Salomone.18 In the preface, Salomone 
argued that these documents, numbered and entitled as follows, disprove 
Fergusson and vindicate the claim that Grognet was an ingenious architect-
engineer. The documents are: 
1) Relazione Architettonica Teorica, e Pratica scritta dall` Ingegnere-Architetto 
Giorgio Grongnet relativamente al suo disegno del nuovo Tempio da doversi costruire a 
Casal Musta posto nella campagna di Malta (Report on the architectural, 
theoretical and practical considerations of Engineer-Architect Giorgio 
                                                          
11 MacGill 1839, p. 124. 
12 Malta Penny Magazine 1841a, p. 117-119; Malta Penny Magazine 1841b, p. 120-122. 
13 Malta Penny Magazine 1841a, p. 118. 
14 Anġlu Gatt (1796-1875), a son of a Maltese builder from the town of Zejtun, was one of 
the prominent master masons on the Maltese archipelago. He was introduced to Grognet by 
the leading Maltese architect from the same town Michele Cachia (1760-1839) (Schiavone 
2009a, p. 901). 
15 Fergusson 1862, p. 34. 
16 Pevsner 1972, p. 238-251. 
17 Bianco 2018b, p. 209. 
18 Salomone 1913. 
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Grongnet with respect to his design for the new Church to be constructed at 
Musta Village which is situated in the countryside of Malta);19 
2) Relazione Dimostrativa della Possibilità ed Eseguibilità Della Rotunda secondo 
i Calcoli ed il Disegno del Signor Architetto ed Ingegnere Giorgio Grongnet, 1833 
(Report on technical feasibility and execution on the Rotunda as per the 
calculations and the design of architect and engineer Giorgio Grongnet, 
1833)20 and 
3) Ai Signori Deputati per la fabrica della nuova Chiesa di Casal Musta (To the 
Committee Members for the construction of the new Church of Musta 
Village).21 
All documents are signed as Giorgio Grognet, rather than by his full 
official name Giorgio Grognet de Vassé. Furthermore, he spelled his surname 
“Grongnet.” The first document, dated 18 January 1833, was signed in 
Valletta, whilst the third document was signed, on the morning of 12 March 
1834, in Mosta. In both, Grognet signed as “l’Architetto Ingegnere” (the 
architect engineer). The second document, the only one which bears a title – 
namely Relazione sul mio Progetto per la nuova Chiesa da Fabricarsi di pianta in Casal 
Musta (Report on my project for the new Church to be built according to plan 
at Musta Village) – is dated 1833; it is likely to have been written after 18 
January 1833 and definitely prior to May 1833, when building works 
commenced on site. 
 
Results 
The report dated 18 January 1833 is a detailed declaration stating the brief for 
the project and Grognet’s reasons for opting for the design of a rotunda, 
similar in form and mass to the Roman Pantheon. The internal space of the 
building is equivalent to the area needed to cater for the population of the 
village. It further states that: 
1) doubts were cast on the structural stability of the proposed church 
and whether, given the inferior quality of Maltese stone, the dome can be 
supported by the drum; 
2) due to (1) above, representatives from the village referred their 
concerns to the British Governor General of the Islands who, in turn, 
referred the design to four practising periti (see definition below) for their 
endorsement; and 
3) Grognet had furnished the said periti with explanations grounding 
the feasibility of his design. 
                                                          
19 Grongnet 1833a, p. 9-12. 
20 Grongnet 1833b, p. 15-22. 
21 Grongnet 1834, p. 24. 
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A perit (plural: periti) practices the profession of architect-engineer 
introduced to Malta in the sixteenth century by the Order of St John.22 By the 
eighteenth century, periti sat on ecclesiastical boards, drew up plans and 
valuations of immovable property and drafted plans and reports for notarial 
deeds.23 
This document includes a comparative study with the Pantheon. Citing 
Francesco Milizia,24 the leading eighteenth century authority on the history 
and theory of architecture, to support his claim that the compressive strength 
of the limestone of Malta is safe for the realization of his design, Grognet 
moves on to compute the stresses that the drum would be able to endure and 
the resultant factor of safety for the dead loads imposed by the structure. He 
also included an estimation of the construction costs. It concludes by giving 
the following reasons for why the round form is the most fitting for the 
design of the new parish church: 
1) To keep the old church within the interior of the new church until 
the latter is roofed over by the dome, so that the locals are not deprived of a 
place of worship; 
2) To cater for the entire population of the village: it is a fact that the 
circle is the best geometric form as it contains the greatest usable space; 
3) To avoid tampering with the graves of plague victims located under 
the floor of the projected church by placing columns on them; 
4) To cut down on the use of timber beams and labour by using the 
old church as a formwork for the erection of the dome; 
5) To make the construction of the new church more economical by 
not using columns; and 
6) To build a church whose architecture breaks away from traditional 
ecclesiastical design, given that “dove tutte quasi le Chiese capiate sono 
servilmente l`una dall` altra” (almost all the churches are slavishly copied one 
from the other). 
The second document is a detailed technical submission to support the 
feasibility of erecting the new Church as per Grognet’s structural design. It 
includes a drawing illustrating the superimposition of the catenary curve over 
a hemispherical one (fig. 2). This document reads as Grognet’s submission 
to the commission set up by the British Governor General to examine 
whether his design was technically feasible given the properties of local 
limestone. It includes not just his rationale but also his structural engineering 
                                                          
22 De Lucca 1975; Spiteri, Borg 2015. 
23 De Lucca 1975, p. 434; Bianco 2017b, p. 1-8. 
24 Milizia 1785, p. 227. Francesco Milizia (1725-1798), who never practised architecture, was 
the leading authority at the time of Grognet on the history and theory of architecture. His 
empirical data was derived from the work of the French mathematician, architect and civil 
engineer Émiland Gauthey (1732-1806). 
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calculations. Furthermore, it makes reference to the Pantheon as an 
architectural engineering case study. 
 
The correspondence dated 12 March 1834 is addressed to the 
“Deputies” responsible for the construction of the new Church. Although 
Grognet states that it was written in a cordial manner, it is an official and 
formal protest. It was written the morning after his arrival on the construction 
site. He had departed from Mosta for few days due to urgent personal 
matters. It states that prior to leaving he left two alternative mouldings (profili) 
of the most ideal taste for the jambs of the main door. On his arrival back in 
Mosta, the evening before he wrote this letter, he went on site and noted that 
instead of using these profiles, several courses had been erected in “un profile 
il piu` orribile, e del piu` corrotto gusto Borominesco” (a very horrible 
moulding and the most corrupt Brominesque taste). He stated his opinion 
and censored their work univocally: “ne mai avrei creuto che a marcio 
dispetto dell` arte, e del vero bello avreste lasciato sostituire un simile orrere” 
(I have never believed that in such corrupt disservice to art and the beautiful 
you have allowed such a horrible substitute). He further argued that if the 
Deputies will claim that they are the owners and may do as they please, he 
will not object. Yet he spelled his position clearly, stating that he: 
1) would no longer remain responsible for the supervision of the 
church if they were permitted to disfigure the design; and 
  
Fig. 2. Design of Mosta Dome by Giorgio Grongnet de Vassè: (left) proposed 
cross section through the main axis (after J. Fergusson) and (right) structural sketch 
showing distribution of forces (after G. Grongnet) 
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2) would not permit under his supervision any labourer lacking good 
taste that ran contrary to the theory of architecture by disfiguring with similar 
scempiaggini (stupidity/nonsense) such a beautiful and costly building. 
The correspondence concluded with his professional orders: 
1) Removal of the erected jamb of the door; and 
2) Confirmation that in the future all work would be undertaken in 
good taste. 
Whilst remarking that he was their architect, chosen amongst others, 
and that his overarching interest was to be of service to them, he wished, with 
all due respect, and induced by his pride, to confirm that the contract between 
him and the Deputies would not have any force should his instructions be 
undermined by them. Should this happen, he would be set free from any 
responsibility and they would have the freedom to continue with the erection 
of the church according to their taste as the owners. The correspondence 
concludes by stating that if he did not receive a clear and satisfactory reply 
within three days, he would be able to know how to regulate himself. 
 
Discussions 
The art and science of building the Rotunda has fascinated scholars since its 
erection: 
The building of the dome over this church forms by itself a marvel of 
architecture: for no scaffolding was used and neither stone nor wooden work 
set up to direct its curvature. It was done by simply notching each course to 
the one below: in other words, when the circular foundation on which the 
dome rests was finished, the first row of the dome was built with heavy blocks 
of stone, having one edge cut off, so as to give the right concavity, and so 
placed as to overlap their supports by one third of their length: then another 
layer was built on this, overlapping it in the same way. This process went on 
until the dome was completed.25 
Mosta Rotunda is based on an integrative design approach with particular 
reference to a realised building, a methodology encouraged in today’s 
architectural design education, and thus a “thoughtful appropriateness of 
design and intellectual elegance of detail.”26 The Pantheon was used as a 
comparative study to support Grognet’s claim that his design could be 
realized. His structural design is based on mathematical calculations; he 
computed the compressive stress generated by the dead loads of the dome 
and the drum and checked whether local limestone was likely to fail against 
                                                          
25 Salomone 1911, p. 21-22. The latest extensive research to comprehend the erection of the 
masonry dome was undertaken by C. Cuschieri (Cuschieri 2006). This study includes scaled 
masonry models to study the dynamics and the construction details of the Rotunda. 
26 Fergusson 1865, p. xiii. 
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the optimal crushing strength of soft stone used by Milizia. He further 
computed the factor of safety of his design. The detailing of the building 
construction is impressive. Furthermore, the programme management for the 
efficient construction of the church without the use of scaffolding and 
additional labour manifests the ingenuousness of the project. 
In designing Mosta Church, Grognet demonstrated his “erudition and 
knowledge of scientific methods of calculations as against old methods based 
on experience and tradition,”27 a statement recalled in Schiavone.28 He 
technically addressed the concerns relating to the ability of local limestone to 
take the compressive stresses generated by the structure, and not only was 
the dome stable but it withstood the test of time, including a German Second 
World War bomb which penetrated the shell but failed to explode. 
Grognet’s correspondence of 12 March 1834 offers significant insight 
into the professional standing of a perit in the nineteenth century: 
1) Approved design was to be complied with during the realisation of 
a building; 
2) Building works had to comply with the theory of the art of 
architecture. Masons lacking in good architectural taste should not be allowed 
to work on site; 
3) An architect-engineer was continuously supervising the work and 
directing the masons. When he needed to absent himself from the building 
site, he would leave instructions (such as for the ornamentation of the door 
jambs, as per the case above); 
4) If his instructions were not complied with, he would order the 
offending construction work to be removed; and 
5) He would take failure to comply with his instructions (which was not 
an issue in this case) as due cause to relinquish his professional responsibility 
for the work to the owners of the building site. 
Grognet’s position demonstrates not only a manifestation of his 
uprightness but his professional ethics. It demonstrates his awareness of the 
need to not become involved and/or be associated with a design which ran 
counter to the axioms of architectural design. Corruption of architectural 
taste and violation of architectural grammar and vocabulary were not 
tolerated. A significant point is made with respect to professional 
responsibility. Noting the original spirit of the cited primary source this 
reference is linked with the legal responsibility of an architect for his work. 
The architect is liable for the building; he may opt to relinquish his position 
as the architect of a given project if the client and/or masons do not comply 
with his discretion and/or direction. 
                                                          
27 Mahoney 1996, p. 318. 
28 Schiavone 2009b, p. 989. 
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Conclusions 
The analysis of this significant case study about nineteenth-century 
ecclesiastical architecture in the archipelago of Malta, the smallest member 
state of the European Union, leads to the following conclusions with respect 
to the art and science of building and the profession of the architect at the 
time: 
1. A public technical commission empowered to assess the structural 
design of a public building could be set up to give a second opinion on the 
safety of the design; this was a further step in the evolution of architectural-
engineering professional practice in Malta; 
2. The architect made use of an integrative design approach supported 
by a realised case study relevant to the development project; 
3. The architect saw himself as responsible for ensuring that the 
approved design is executed by the building masons; if he did not endorse 
variations made without his consent, he would order them to be removed; 
4. Building masons were to follow the directions of the architect; 
masons who were not knowledgeable and sensitive to good taste were not be 
allowed to work on the site; and 
5. If clients or their agents failed to comply with the directions of the 
architect, the latter had the right to relinquish his professional responsibility 
for the building. 
These rules were significant then and are still today. They are derived 
from the work of an architect who truly fit the Vitruvian perspective.29 The 
Roman scholar stressed the importance of philosophy in the education of the 
architect as it 
[…] completes the architect’s character by instilling loftiness of spirit, so that 
he will not be arrogant, but rather tolerant, fair, and trustworthy, and, most 
important of all, free from greed.30 
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29 Bianco 2018b, p. 205-206. 
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